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INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks, as the minor
part of industry and technology play important
role in data collection from environments and
provide valuable information for decision making
and study of our surrounding environment in
service of human being. Thus, they have multiple
functions in our daily life like, traffic control, military,
agricultural and medical functions.1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ,6. A
sensor network consists of hundreds or thousands
sensor nodes in turn each nodes consists of a
processor, energy source, sensor, and a wireless
communication device that was used in order to
communicate and cooperate with other sensors
7. Optimal energy consumption is the major issue
in these networks, thus designed protocols for
these protocols must focus on energy
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ABSTRACT

Directed routing protocols, one of them is data centre protocol are the main proposed
methods in improving exploration quality of sensor networks. In these protocols, routing data
stored within networknodes locally. Therefore, there isn’t universal data about routes; one of
these protocols is sensor protocol for information via negotiation (SPIN), in this article it was
attempts to solve lack of receiving data by remote nodes from origin in case of non-request
from nearer nodes to origin in this protocol using clustering process. In the other hand, it was
attempt to prevent routing among origin and receiver nodes separately in this protocol that
cause waste of major parts of network resources and by delivering this algorithm led to improve
performance and efficacy  and also increase life time  of network and bearing of this protocol
against error because of rotating cluster heads roles.
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consumption and indeed increase error resistance
capability in order to prevent loss of data
collection8. One feature which covers both
challenges is clustering.

In fact, it’s a kind of data communication
in Wireless sensor networks in which, base station
(origin) is the place of process the data that comes
from sensor nodes and usually, this station located
in stationary position remote from nodes. In this
process, some of the nodes play cluster head roles
in fact they act as gates among stations and other
nodes. Clustering might maintain communication
band width and prevent piling communicative
messages among sensor nodes and make stable
the network topology and simplify and optimize
network management strategy and in the other
hand, make balance in energy consumption and
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error-resistant network using the trend of periodic
cluster head selection8, 9 ,10. This article organized
as follow: section two provides literature reviews
that in second part it reviews previous works.
Section3 discuss proposed algorithm and
section4 compare proposed algorithm and other
popular protocol and finally section five devoted
to conclusion.

Review of literature
One of the main and challenging issues related
to sensor networks is energy issue and nodes life
span in the network. In order to increase nodes life
time, many protocols and algorithms delivered
that in all of them in addition to sensors specific
specification, it was address network function and
its structure requirements. Almost all of the routing
protocols of  these networks divided to 3 groups:
group one is hierarchy protocols, in these
protocols, network divided to sub-section parts
called cluster in which in all of the clusters , cluster
head perform functions like combine data and
remove repeated data. Some of these protocols
are: LEACH11, this protocol make use of probability
to create clusters and make balance in workload
among nodes, cluster head roles rotate among
all nodes. And MECH12 protocol, using addressing
similar members of nodes mechanism and
hierarchy routing to communicate with base station
it was attempt to increase network life time.  And
also in this group there are other protocols like DS-
LEACH13, EEHC14, A-LEACH15, and LEACH-SWDN16.
Group two are location based protocols. In these
protocols, data related to sensor locations were
applied through which optimal routes created in
order to transmit information that might note Gear17

in this group. Due to the issue that requests usually
are for especial place in network, this protocol

attempts to use sensor place information in order
to send requests to predetermined place.

In fact, each sensor which receives
requests attempts to send it to the sensor nearer to
destination. Group three are data centric protocols,
their basis is requests from base station as query
based and their functional basis is so that prevents
much repetitive data. Some of the protocols of this
group include: flooding18 ,19, gossiping|20hese
protocols use classic mechanisms in order to
transmit data in wireless sensor networks without
any plan for routing algorithm and maintain
network topology. In flooding method, each sensor
which receives data propagate it to all sensors
except the one that received before and continue
this job so that data reach to destination and in
gossiping method that is the advanced type of
flooding, each receiver sensor send the data to
one of the neighbors of course the neighbor
assigned randomly and continue to repeat the
action so that data reach to destination. The other
protocol of this group is directed diffusion21,22. In
this protocol, resources and receivers uses
specification in order to identify produced or
required data and the purpose of this method
finding a proficient multi directional route between
transmitters and receivers.  The other protocol of
this group is SPIN10, 21,23.

Current study focused on this protocol
and in this protocol, sensors named their data
using meta-data that is high-order prescribers and
using quasi-data negotiation  in order to  remove
extra data sending of network that is  low volume
and results in lower energy consumption.  Thus, in
order to resolve issues related to flooding and
gossiping protocols, SPIN protocol using

Fig.1: Shows SPIN protocol performance10.
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negotiation and resource matching.  There are
three kinds of messages in SPIN protocol. ADV
message that is used new data propagation. REQ
message was used in order to request information.
And finally, DATA, message that contain real data.
In following, two classes of SPIN protocols will be
discussed. SPIN1 that is known as 3-steps
handshake method, as shown in figure1, in this
method, the method is so that sensor send ADV
message to all its neighbors after receiving a new
data. Each of neighbors which need the data
returns a message of REQ to sensor. When the sensor
receives the REQ messages, send the data just to
neighbors which send REQ messages not to others.
But in this protocol there is no warranty to send a
data from one sensor to the other. For example, if
the destination sensor is far from origin sensor, and
intermediate sensors reluctance to receive the
information, it may data doesn’t reach to
destination. SPIN2 that is in fact the SPIN1 protocol
with lower energy threshold.So that, when the
resource is sufficient, SPIN2 nodes act similar to
SPIN1. But when the energy rates of a node lower
than specific threshold, the node decrease its
cooperation in protocol so that by receiving ADV
message no REQ message produced.

Network model and assumptions
In following, assumptions expressed for

proposed algorithms:

1. Sensors scattered randomly
2. Sensors are stationary
3. Initial energy of sensors is equal.
4. Each sensor capable of compute its

distance  to cluster head and transmitter

node (in fact nodes might estimate their
approximate distance using received
signal power and specific power level of
sending).

5. Sensor nodes have memories
6. Nodes are capable of transmitting data in

different levels of power due to their
distance to receiver24.

7. Network model performance in fact
includes some periods each one contain
its own clustering level.

8. It was supposed that the sensor nodes are
capable to switch awake and sleep mode.
Of course, prevalent trade patterns like25, 26

confirm this idea in order to minimize sensor
nodes energy consumptions.

Proposed algorithm
Initially, we select EECS27 clustering

protocol in order to clustering network sensors. This
clustering method consists of 3 phases of
clustering, cluster forming and information transmit
phase. Each node capable of play roles of
candidate node, cluster head, or a simple node in
the network. Initially, all nodes are in plain mode.
In each period the phase starts with cluster head
selection. Each node selects a random number
that is capable to be cluster head. If the
probability of the node is lower than threshold the
node selected as candidate. Candidate nodes
propagate a message and turn on the timer. If the
candidate node receives a message from the
other candidate node with higher energy rate than
it, candidate node attaches to that one and turn
off its timer. Otherwise, candidate nodes might be
cluster head. Cluster heads create and propagate

Fig. 2:Shows SPIN cluster protocol performance
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proposed algorithm performance in SPIN
clustering. As seen before, this figure consists of
multiple steps. In this figure, origin node, cluster
head and member cluster shown by red, green
and blue respectively. In step (a), clusters formed
based on EECS protocol and then  origin node
send ADV message to  cluster heads and cluster
heads maintain their memory and if there they
don’t have the data in step (b) they send the REQ
messages. As seen in step (c), they received the
adv message of the origin and save it in their
memory.  Then in step (d), cluster heads send the
ADV message related to the data for each nodes
of themselves and member nodes (non-cluster
heads) switch its mode from sleep to awake by
receiving ADV message. And if they tend to have
pre-determined data they send REQ message to
their cluster heads that was shown in step (e). And
then in step (f), cluster head deliver the
predetermined data to its members, and member
clusters turn of their modes and go to sleep again.
Proposed algorithm quasi-code expressed as
algorithm1 in nest part of course this algorithm
address the third phase of clustering thatis after

Algorithm 1. Shows SPIN cluster protocol
perfomance

Table.2: Meaning of the Notations

Notation Meaning

CH The set of cluster heads
Id The identity of data
Mj The sum of members in

cluster jthe
Mj State The state of the cluster

member nodes

messages about issue of being cluster heads.  After
receiving messages, simple nodes compute their
distance with cluster head and cluster head
distance to base station (origin) and become
member of the cluster heads that have minimum
size of these two factors. At this step the
configuration phase of clustering completed. In
our proposed algorithm, the information transmit
phase changed and due to matter explained at
the end of section2, SPIN protocol uses three kinds
of messages, DATA, ADV, and, REQ. fig 2 shows the

 Table.1:Descriptions of States or Messages
State Description

BASE The node is source
HEAD The node is selected as the head
PLAIN The node is a plain node(the cluster

member nodes)
Sleep The node is passive
Wake up The node is active
Message Description
id-ADV Advertiser a specific data
id-REQ Requesting a specific data
id-DATA Requesting a specific data
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configuration of clusters. Table 1 and 2, show
States, Messages and Notations used in this quasi-
code.

Proposed algorithm comparison
In comparison of proposed algorithm

with protocols and gossiping and flooding and
SPIN and direct propagate protocols, advantages
of proposed algorithm summarized as follow:
• Solve the SPIN method problem so that

never delver data to remote nodes from
origin if nearer nodes don’t send request.

• Consumption issue of gossiping and
flooding methods and problem of direct
propagation method were solved and other
is no gradient setting.

• Cluster heads were selected based on the
remaining energy of nodes and the
distance cause nodes have same energy
reduction, in other words, with highest
energy and shortest distance to distribute
node (ADV transmitter) was selected as
cluster heads.

• Data distributed in network with integrated
and monotone speed.

• Here, instead of sending information to base
station, it was used clustering in order to
receive information.

• Cover the main goal of the routing: minimize
the delay.Indigenous nodes are
appropriate for this method, because, they

have higher energy and in turn high
probability as cluster heads.

• Perform better than flooding method and
consume lower energy rate because
flooding method send data to all nodes but
here it was used ADV which use lower
energy.  Also it worth to point that it may
there is extra cost and overload sue to
obtain minimum distance factor and also
each nodes must recognize its location and
select the shortest distance according to
distance base clustering.

CONCLUSION

In this article a new algorithm introduced
in order to solve SPIN data based protocol that not
only solve the main problem of this method that
never ensure delivering data to remote  nodes but
also added new advantages to  this protocol like
monotone and integrated distribution of  data and
reduce energy consumption of nodes using sleep
cycle management trend and also make
workload balance among nodes because of
using  clustering method and cycle of cluster heads
among nodes and also configure clusters based
on main factors of distance and energy
consumption might improve performance and
efficiency of SPIN protocol and increase network
life time.
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